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Greedy Wolf frowned while looking at the dry ground.

As he continued to digest the memories of the Demon King, he finally
knew why the Demon King wanted to attack the Heavenly Palace for this
spring.

Since ancient times, there have been three springs in this world.

One Tiangong, one catacombs, and one is still missing, all moved by the
secret of heaven.

And the spring of the heavenly palace is in the longevity pond, and the
demon king attacked the heavenly palace for the purpose of this
longevity pond’s spring. Unexpectedly, it cost a huge price to destroy the
heavenly palace, only to know that the spring of the longevity pond is
also about to dry up. Even if transplanted to the crypt, it will not help.



The destruction of the heavenly palace is enough to show that the
fountain of the longevity pond is no longer useful.

What’s the use of spring eyes?

That is the true source of life!

The reason why Tiangong can have such a boiling breath of life is
because of the effect of the longevity pool water.

The same is true of the Catacombs.

If the devil wants immortality, to be truly immortal, he must have a
fountain!

Now, it is greedy wolf.

Of course he wants immortality, true immortality, immortality.

But now, the vitality he possessed was only enough for him to live for a
few hundred years, and after all, he would die of old age and decay.

He can’t accept this.

spring.

He must find the last spring and let the crypt recover so that he can truly
gain eternal life.



“Where is it?”

Greedy Wolf took a deep breath, his pupils gleaming, “I want to find, I
can definitely find it.” In

his memory, there are now some clues, but it will take some time to find
it. He didn’t care if he could find the last spring and whether the
Tiangong could be rebuilt.

As long as one can truly live forever, everything else is not important.

at the same time.

Andrewis hurrying.

He used the fire formed by the formation pattern to extract the essence
of the longevity pond water. These are gentle enough, even if the dog
brothers use it, there will be no problem.

His plan is to let Harrison and the others use it first to increase the
strength of the body. As for those who awaken, they are controlled like
the old urchin, and the old urchin’s temper can definitely suppress them.

In the current situation, Andrewcan only make this choice.

Just as Greedy Wolf was digesting the memory of the Demon King,
Andrewwas also digesting the memory he had in his head.



It was not the first time that Quanyan’s vocabulary appeared, and every
time it appeared, Andrewfelt a kind of worry and made him a little
uneasy.

He couldn’t describe this feeling, because the memory hadn’t been fully
understood, and there was no way to be sure, where the fountain was,
but Andrewhad a strange feeling, it seemed that the fountain was right
beside him.

Such a strange feeling was so strong that Andrewcouldn’t help feeling
nervous.

On the lawn in the yard.

Harrison, they are all standing.

“Are you all ready?” The

old naughty boy glanced at them, “Don’t worry too much, I will stay on
the side. If I can’t hold on, I will call me immediately.”

He is ready. Once the dog is among them, If someone can’t stand it, he
will do it immediately, and he must protect them no matter what.

Andrewput the extracted essence in small bottles.

Everyone divided a bottle into the past.



“Come one by one,”

Andrewsaid, “this is still a certain risk, and you can’t take it lightly.”

If they all come together, if there is any response, Andrewwill not be
careless if it is too late to save everyone.

“I’ll come first!”

Harrison said immediately.

For risky things, he must come first, and other brothers cannot be
allowed to take risks.

“I’m here! What are you grabbing from me!”

“You all get out of the way, don’t show up on you every time!” The

old five and a few people rushed to fight for the first try. If there is a
problem, they will bear it. Just fine.
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“Do not talk nonsense!”



Dog brother Landelikuai them, unscrew the bottle, rinse the mouth
directly, others turned around and looked ferocious look, “Do not fucking
move, and so I have no problem you drink!”

The old elf Looking at them, I said that these bastards are really more
loyal than each.

Harrison drank it.

“No reaction, just like plain boiled water, just a little bit sweeter,”

he finished drinking and told Andrewhow he felt. “Big brother, did you
add sugar?”

He smacked his lips and deliberately naughty.

Suddenly, Gou’s face changed, and his whole person became stiff, and
the big beads of sweat on his forehead burst out in an instant!

“How’s it going?”

Andrewasked.

“It’s hot!”

Harrison said immediately, “It seems that there is a fire in the stomach,
now it is burning to the lungs, the heart is burning, and the hands and
feet are a little numb…”



He felt his body and said one by one. Let Andrewlisten to it as an
experience, not wanting to waste every opportunity.

“I can’t move, it hurts, and the blood vessels seem to burst.”

Harrison took a deep breath, shaking violently, but he didn’t move, and
he couldn’t move at all.

It can be seen that there is congestion under the skin on Brother Dog’s
arm, and the whole arm is a little swollen.

His blood vessels burst!

The others are nervous and want to help, but don’t know how to help.

“Don’t worry.”

Andrewcalmly said, “You feel it again.”

Of course he knew that a blood vessel burst is a very dangerous thing,
but this is already refined and gentle enough for the longevity pool. If it is
the initial state, at this moment I’m afraid Harrison has already died.

Even the masters like the old naughty boy shouted in pain, how can the
dog brothers bear it.

Harrison didn’t speak any more, he couldn’t speak anymore, his lips
were pursed, his face flushed, and his whole body was tight.



He could hear his own heartbeat, and his thumps were amazingly fast!

It’s like jumping out of one’s own body.

“Blood is gone!” The

sixth yelled.

The bruise on Harrison’s arm gradually began to subside, as if it had
been absorbed.

Some black things began to seep through the skin, with a hint of stench.

“Sure enough,” the

old naughty boy said.

He had already helped the dog brothers and the others by washing their
muscles and marrow once. They all knew what they were, but this kind
of deep-seated rubbish had to come from the eternal pond.

The painful expression on Harrison’s face gradually disappeared.

I can feel that his body is changing.

“Comfortable.”



Harrison said again, clearly feeling that it was a lot easier.

He looked at Jiang Ning: “I feel that the blood vessels are repairing
themselves. In the limbs, there is a stream of heat flowing continuously,
spreading throughout my body, repairing the broken places.”

“This feeling is very comfortable, like… we Before training, I was
exhausted to the extreme, and then I fell asleep and woke up.

His expression became more and more relaxed, and even his arms
could swing.

Andrewknew that it was successful.

In less than ten minutes before and after, Harrison finally let out a sigh
and took a step.

“It seems, it’s over.”

He raised his hand, feeling the change in his body.

“Fifth,”

Andrewsaid, “You try with Agou.”

“Okay!” The



fifth rushed at once. At first, he was afraid that Harrison’s body was a
little weak, so he didn’t dare to use force, but he punched him. The old
fifth flew out and rolled awkwardly on the ground for several laps before
he stopped.

Harrison was shocked, everyone was shocked.

Lao Wu sat on the ground, wiped his face, and immediately cursed.

“Damn, it’s amazing! Advance by leaps and bounds!”

“God!”

He immediately stood up, a little impatient, picked up his own bottle and
opened it: “No, I want to become stronger, and I want to change too.
Strong! I’ll come first, don’t you guys rob me!”


